Modulation by acute stress of chloride permeation across microdissected vestibular neurons membranes: different results in two rabbit strains and CRF involvement.
Free hand isolation of adult rabbit vestibular Deiters' neurons and dissection of their single membranes allows the study of their ionic permeability characteristics in a microchambers device. In the case of hare-like rabbits, the dissection of such membranes presents evidence of a high basal permeation of labelled chloride, possibly related to mechanical disturbance of the plasma membrane-related cytoskeleton and activation of chloride channels. This did not apply to the laboratory strain of white New Zealand rabbits. However, membranes from hare-like rabbits which were stressed by being rotated on a platform before the experiment, behaved like those from the New Zealand strain. Vice versa, habituation to handling day after day of New Zealand rabbits resulted in a chloride permeation equal to that of unstressed hare-like rabbits. We propose that the stressful conditions result in the release of neurochemical messages to the vestibular Deiters' cells which influence their electrophysiological behavior. The corticotropin releasing factor (CRF), a stress-related peptide present in the climbing fibers, actually blocks the basal chloride permeation across the Deiters' membranes and this effect is partially reversed by its receptor antagonist, alpha-helical CRF [9-41].